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Introduction

Why this study?

• Undergoing decarbonisation of energy systems

• Big focus on demand and supply side:

- Supply side: renewables, decentralised 

generation, combined heat-and-power

- Demand side: energy savings and energy 

efficiency

• Energy efficiency in buildings (in district heating 

area)

Introduction

Amager Bakke/Copenhill, Combined heat and power waste-to-energy plant, Copenhagen, Denmark. https://www.a-r-c.dk/amager-bakke 
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Introduction

Why energy efficiency in buildings in district heating (DH) area?

• Denmark has 60% share of residential heat supply from DH

• DH is a (one of) sustainable approach to control heat/power emissions

• DH (often) results in cheap(er) heat prices

• High competition for investments in energy conservation measures (ECM)

•ECMs for end-user have benefits and drawbacks:

reduce energy needs, (can) improve indoor quality

upfront investments, long-term returns

Introduction
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Introduction

Research questions:

1. Identify cost-effective energy conservation measures 

for a building stock in Aarhus (Denmark), relating 

optimal investments with household characteristics

2. Analyse heat and economic savings

3. Analyse the effect on exposing a private consumer to 

different heat tariffs (in relation to a potential uptake of 

energy savings measures)

Introduction
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Case study

How does our sample looks like?

• ~10.000 buildings characterised by:

- Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) label

- Year

- Heat supply

- …

• Energy conservation measures (ECM): 

- windows, external walls, roofs, floors and mechanical ventilation 

• ECM tailored to building-physical characteristics from (Brøgger et al., 2018): 

- costs and heat savings

• Private end-user perspective approach

Case study

Brøgger M., Bacher P., Madsen H., Wittchen K. B., "Estimating the influence of rebound effects on the energy-savings potential in building stock". Energy and Buildings 181, 62-74, 2018
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Case study
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Case study
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Cost-effective investment according to positive Net Present Value (NPV):

where:

Case study

• 𝑐𝑖 = marginal investment cost

• 𝐿𝑖 = lifetime of measure

• 𝑝𝑐= heat price [€/𝑀𝑊ℎ]

• ρ= discount rate

• 𝜉𝑖
𝑚𝑎𝑥= consumption reduction [𝑀𝑊ℎ]

• 𝛼𝑦= yearly variation in heat prices

Case study
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Preliminary findings

Preliminary 

findings

Findings
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Preliminary findings

Cost-effective investments: heat savings

Findings
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Preliminary findings

Cost-effective investments: economic savings

Findings
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Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity 

analysis

Sensitivity
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Sensitivity analysis

Effect of exposing a private consumer to different heat tariffs: current costs

Sensitivity
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Sensitivity analysis

Effect of exposing a private consumer to different heat tariffs: savings

Sensitivity
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Conclusions

Conclusions

Conclusions
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Conclusions

Key considerations:

• Strong relation EPC - cost-effective investments

• Low economic benefits but relatively large heat savings (per EPC house)

• Large potential yet to be cost-effective

• Need for financial support (and/or information campaigns)

• Different heat-tariffs, rewarding savings, can trigger more investments

Next steps:

• Deeper analysis of input data (e.g. discount rates, heat prices,…)

• Gross and net heat savings

• Implications of heat tariffs from consumer and DH company perspective

• Energy systems impact of investments in energy conservation measures

Conclusions
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